DIRECTIONS TO VENUE

The two Mumbai Campuses of TISS are located in Deonar in the North-East Section of Greater Mumbai. The Main Campus is situated opposite the Deonar Bus Depot on V.N. Purav Marg. The Naoroji Campus Annexe is next to the BARC Hospital Gate on Deonar Farm Road.

Mumbai

Mumbai is one of the most populous cities in India with a population of more than 20 million people. Along with the neighbouring urban areas, including the cities of Navi Mumbai and Thane, it is one of the most populous urban regions in the world.

Public Transport

Mumbai has one of the most efficient and reliable public transport networks. One can travel by Auto-rickshaw/Taxi to reach TISS Mumbai from the nearest stations. For longer distance, you can use either the BEST Bus Network or the Mumbai Suburban Railway Transport.

Suburban Railway Transport

If you are coming by Harbour Railway Line, get down at Govandi Railway Station. Those coming by Central Railway should get down at Kurla Railway station and those coming by Western Railway should get down at Bandra Railway station. We give below the best transport options to reach TISS Mumbai along with the approximate Bus/Auto-rickshaw/Taxi fare and time.

For further information on Public Transport System in Mumbai, please call the Helpline Number - 9595-360-360, a Service provided by 360Navigator.